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On 13th of February, all students and teachers of CBSE Wing celebrated Ethnic
Day in full pomp and splendor, wearing their most colorful outfits. Vishwa
Vidyapeeth, has been marked to celebrate different cultures and heritages. This
special day enables the young generation to revive and reconnect with their
traditional and cultural roots. Special assembly was held and the whole campus
seemed to be charged with ethnic atmosphere with students and teachers in
their dazzling, colorful, exquisite traditional apparels.

ETHNIC DAY CELEBRATION





MAHA SHIVARATRI CELEBRATION
At Vishwa Vidyapeeth we celebrated

Maha Shivaratri with great enthusiasm
and gusto. The Maha Shivaratri and

the significance of this celebration are
both noble and solemn. It marks a

remembrance of overcoming darkness
and ignorance in the world.

 
VVPians celebrated this auspicious

day by presenting a special assembly
on Maha  Shivaratri . Students

highlighted the powers and role of
Lord Shiva in the natural cycle

through a theatrical dance
performance with 'Tandav' depicting
the celebration of Maha  Shivaratri.

The celebration in reverence of Lord
Shiva also included a morning prayer,

which was followed by a speech
sharing the significance of the holy
day. The celebrations concluded by

offering heartfelt prayers to Lord
Shiva by all with the chanting of the

sacred Mrityunjaya Mantra which
made the milieu holy and consecrated.

The occasion was graced by our
Principal ma’am Mrs Shanthi
Seetharaman and Mrs. Richa

Kharbanda - HM ICSE.   





Every time the World Cup is held, India's football fans do crazy
things to express their love for the sport, and for their favourite

International team.
In this FIFA Football Fever our school Vishwa Vidyapeeth has taken

no step back in emphasizing the moral development of the
students from Grade 6 to 9 from CBSE, ICSE and IGCSE to partake

in this sport (Football match) striving for the goal. 
Not only to students, but also an enthralling opportunity has been

created for the parent's team and the teacher's team by Vishwa
Vidyapeeth.
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WALKATHON
The Gen Z Congruence, Walkathon was an exciting event for all the

participants. The students and teachers of all curriculum were a part of
this amazing event at Magadha Campus on 24th and 25th February 2023. 
The participants had a grand welcome and enjoyed the DJ musical event

in the cool breeze. The next morning, they had Walkathon for about
4kms for grade 8 to 10 & 2 kms for 6th & 7th from the campus. For

teachers,  brisk walk was organised by the event organisers .Through
this event, the students were able to build better relationships with

peers and learnt to be independent.



 
"WINNERS ARE NOT THOSE WHO NEVER
FAIL, BUT THOSE WHO NEVER QUIT”
When it’s game time, it’s time to unleash
your creative side and rally your team with
some exciting and fun sports activities. 
Vishwa Vidyapeeth is always a step forward
in conducting various sports activities such
as: 

Tunnel race - Grade I to Grade IV
Running race - all grades

Relay - all grades
Basketball - Grade V onwards

Football - Grade V onwards
Throwball - Grade V onwards

Cricket match - Grade V onwards
 

A competitive sport ‘Throwball match’ for
teachers was also sportively conducted.
Both students and teachers displayed their
enthusiasm and eagerness for such events.

SPORTS DAY - TERM II





The students of  Grade 6,  7  and 8 vis ited a  f ire  station s ituated in  Yelahanka,  New
Town.  It  is  a  part  of  Experiential  learning that  we promote in  Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE

wing.  The main purpose of  this  vis it  was to comprehend about the type of  f ire
accidents  that  occur  and the steps to be taken when f ire  breaks out  in  our

surroundings.  They also learnt  that  there are 5  types of  f ire  which includes A,  B,  C,  D
and E class.  A-class  f ires  are types of  f ires  in  which the object  burns completely  into

ashes l ike wood,  paper.  A-class  f ires  can be extinguished with water.  B-  class  f ires  are
the f ires  caused by oi ls ,  petrol ,  diesel .  To extinguish this  f ire,  we can use AFFF foam.

This  foam acts  as  a  blanket  and cuts  off  CO2 supply.  C -  class  f ires  are gas f ires  caused
by LPG,  ammonia,  etc.  One can put  off  this  f ire  with a  f ire  extinguisher  or  water.  D-

class  f ires  are caused by metals  such as  copper,  i ron,  sodium, etc.  Dry Chemical
Powder (DCP)  can be used to extinguish this  f ire.  E-class  f ires  are caused by electr ical
appliances.To extinguish this  f ire,  water  is  not  supposed to be used.  One can use CO2

extinguishers.  They learnt  about one more type of  f ire  which exists  in  foreign
countries  but  not  in  India.  This  is  cal led K-class  f ires  or  Kitchen f ires.  This  vis it  helped

everyone to gain basic  knowledge about f ire.  The students learnt  the safety
precautions to be fol lowed during a  f ire.  Overal l ,  this  was a  very educational  and

informative vis it .    

VISIT TO FIRE STATION 





“Accidents bring tears,  f ire safety brings
cheers.”
Fires can cause devastating effects to any
type of  premises.  However,  schools in
particular  are at  s ignif icant r isk.
Everyone at  Vishwa Vidyapeeth,CBSE campus,
took part  successfully  in a  f ire dri l l ,  in  which
a sudden f ire safety alarm went on,  al l
students were instructed to exit  the premises
quickly from various exit  points.
This  helped them to fully  grasp the building’s
escape routes and the instructions they must
follow.  In particular,  f ire dri l ls  helped al l
students to become accustomed to the
process and recognize that they need to take
fire safety seriously.  
This  can help to reduce confusion,  panic,  and
any disorderly behaviour.

FIRE SAFETY DRILL AT VVP CAMPUS



ORIENTATION FOR SECONDARY AND SENIOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL

Jnanadhara Center for Excellence brought in the clear
picture of learning methodology and the shift in teaching

and learning approach for board examinations. The session
also highlighted the importance of competency based

questions, subject-integration and hands on learning. The
session turned out to be thought shifting in terms of

students approach towards learning.



Orientation programme was conducted on 11th
February 2023 for the parents and students of

prospective IX and X grades. Parents were briefed
about the CBSE curriculum, syllabus and the

assessment pattern. They were informed about the
tentative dates of the assessment schedule,

enrichment classes and expectations from the
students on timely submission of their

assignments and projects. Looking forward for
parents co operation and support for a successful

academic year.



The department of Biology of Reva University joined us at
Vishwa Vidyapeeth Takshashila campus to educate our

students of grade 9 on certain important topic outlines
which potentially benefited them.  The first day was

headed by Dr Prabhakar Mishra about climate change. The
students were enlightened about the basic details of 

 climate change, ‘weather’,  its biotic and abiotic factors.
The second session held by Professor Renuka Madhu

grabbed the attention of the students towards Chemical
Coordination in Plants,  the movement of plants and the

growth of plants.  The students witnessed a live
demonstration of ‘Tissue Culture’ where an Explant was

regrown.
Vishwa Vidyapeeth always organizes many such events
facilitating the multidimensional  development of the

students .  

COLLABORATION WITH REVA UNIVERSITY



Individual assessments for pupils can be
formative or summative to identify their
skills and progress in the form of results.

One such assessment is Structured
Assessment for Analyzing Learning

(SAFAL) conducted by the Central Board
of Secondary Education. 

The students of class V and VIII were a
part of this test. This assessment focused

on the core competencies of English,
Math and Science subjects. SAFAL results
provide diagnostic data and insights for

development of the students.

STRUCTURED ASSESSMENT FOR
ANALYZING LEARNING (SAFAL) 



Information and communication
technologies (ICT) as well as other

tools and aspects of this digital era,
have transformed the ways we live,
work and communicate. We can no

longer imagine any teaching and
learning paths without Information
and communication technologies. 

 Not only reading, writing and
counting, VVP gives importance to
Computer literacy which is a must

among other 21st century skills. The
school ensures that all educators and

students are digitally literate on
integrating information and

communication technologies into the
curriculum. Enhancing individual
learning and making the students

technically strong is one of the key
mottos of Vishwa Vidyapeeth. 

 

LEARNING OF INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY SKILLS



LAUNCH OF HERITAGE
CLUB - PARAMPARE  

Launching of Parampare -The Heritage Club
(16.02.2023)

The programme started at 10:15 a.m. The panel of
guests from Reva University included two 

 professors and the Director of Reva School of
Architecture , Planning and Design. The programme
started with the prayer by the students of CBSE and

ICSE. An informative speech was delivered by the
guest- the Director of Reva School of Architecture ,

Planning and Design. Some of the points
highlighted were the importance of  tradition,
culture and heritage of India. The speech also

included the UNESCO Heritage sites of Karnataka
and the importance of preserving them for the next
generation. Heritage Club badges were distributed
to the students of CBSE and ICSE as a recognition
of the importance of various heritage sites across
Karnataka. Heritage Club badges were distributed

by our beloved Principal ma’am,   Smt. Shanthi
Seetharaman to the students as a recognition of the

importance of various heritage sites across
Karnataka. The programme concluded with the

Shanti mantra and a  pledge in the young hearts to
carry forward the initiative and make it a success.





SCIENCE FEST - VISHWA ANKUR
VISHWA ANKUR - DEDICATION TO THE UNIVERSE.

Nothing in life is to be feared, only to be understood. Now is the time to
understand more, so that we may fear less.’ – Marie Curie

 
The desire to innovate and create something new springs from a dream which
gets its wings from the courage to venture beyond the known path. One such

endeavour of  VishwaVidyaPeeth is the Science Fest, Vishwa Ankur.
Few of our amazing projects included - Invisible fire, Hydroponics, Personal Air

Conditioner without greenhouse gases, Regenerative breaking system,
Emergency electric Car charging, Advanced Farming Machine to name a few. The
fest embodied the concept of recycling with banners, boards and projects from
previously used material. The intention was to encourage the spirit of Reduce,

Reuse and Recycle. Posters depicting the various themes contributed to the
creation of a colourful ambience. 

 



The Chief Guest, eminent scientist Smt. Anuradha T K, Retired Indian Scientist and Project
director of ISRO, expressed her fascination with the innovative creations of the participants and

mentioned the significant role of science in giving life to the world and Art for making it beautiful.
She encouraged the aspiring scientists to not confine their knowledge within the four walls of

their classroom but to apply it in the real world. She not only congratulated the students on their
remarkable work but also thanked the teachers and volunteers for contributing to the success of
the event. The event was graced by our beloved Director ma'am, Mrs. Suseela Santhosh and our

Principal ma'am, Mrs. Shanthi Seetharaman who are always our source of inspiration. 





PEER

LEARNING 

 
“Tell me and I forget; teach me and I remember; involve me and I learn” –                   

Benjamin Franklin
“In learning you will teach, and in teaching you will learn.”

A collaborative peer learning helps to develop self-directed learning skills,
laying the foundation for lifelong self-education. It also develops critical
thinking, along with problem-solving, interpersonal and communication
skills. The idea behind the peer learning is to create effective student-

centric and student-initiated learning spaces wherein learners, irrespective
of their learning capacity could come together and participate in the
learning process. Peer learning allows students to work through new

concepts and material with other individuals engaged in the same work and
provides them with opportunities to teach and  be taught by one another,

expanding their perspectives and fostering meaningful connections.
     In order to inculcate these skills  peer learning sessions are regularly

conducted at Vishwa Vidyapeeth across the grades. The children developed
confidence and are always prepared to take the session. All children

participate in these sessions with full enthusiasm.



Vishwa Vidyapeeth CBSE organized a workshop for staff on
the topic “Togetherness”, the workshop was conducted on

31st January, 1st February, and 4th February 2023.
Heartfelt gratitude to our beloved Principal, Smt. Shanthi

Seetharaman for planning this workshop.
Purpose of this workshop is to help teachers improve their
understanding about children, help them understand the
importance of being a good teacher and to show them the

benefits of being liked by their students.
Session began by asking about their school days and the
teacher whom they still remember as their mentor, what

qualities did they like in them?. What qualities do they
have now as teachers? Will the current batch students

remember them after a decade? 
It's not just the subject knowledge that makes us connect

with the students, emotional connection is also important.
Signs and symptoms of bullying are to be taken seriously
and talking to students if teachers are able to notice any

behavioral changes. 
Teachers shared their school days memories, how they

have seen their mentors as their role models and inspired
to become a teacher. The differences between being

“friends” with students and being “friendly" with students
were discussed. It was a great learning on how to draw a

line and always be a mentor for students. 
 It was a good interactive session which  helped them to be

more emotionally connected with students.
Team building activity - To write one positive stroke for

your colleague and give it to them. 
The workshop was conducted by Ms.Namitha C, Student

Counsellor. 

TEACHERS 
 WORKSHOP

TOGETHERNESS
The connectivity between students and teachers


